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The 41 annual meeting of the royal college of orthopaedic surgeons
of Thailand (RCOST) will be held between 20-22 October 2019 at
Pattaya exhibition and convention hall (PEACH) in Chonburi province
of Thailand. This year meeting will see the first-ever official
collaboration between the Japanese orthopaedic association (JOA)
and RCOST.
Participants include Thai, Japanese as well as orthopaedic surgeons
from around ASEAN region. The multidisciplinary topics will also
welcome other healthcare professionals such as nurses and physiotherapists.
The meeting will focus on both clinical science and orthopaedic
researches, catered to all types of participants, ranging from general
orthopaedic surgeons, subspecialists and trainees and related
healthcare professionals.
The immense exhibition area will provide chance for medical device
manufacturers, pharmaceutical companies and healthcare service
providers to showcase their innovative products and services along
with the opportunities to give essential messages to their customers.
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Welcome Message
It is my great pleasure to warmly invite you to join and celebrate the 41st
Annual Meeting of the Royal College of Orthopaedic Surgeons of
Thailand (RCOST) which will be held from October 20 to October 22, 2019
at the Pattaya Exhibition and Convention Hall (PEACH), Pattaya, Thailand.
The PEACH, the meeting venue, is located along the slope of the cliff
between Jomtien Beach and Pattaya City which can be easily reached at
approximately 75 minutes by car from Bangkok Suvarnabhumi International
Airport. It is surrounded with four 5-star hotels in the vicinity, which takes a few
minutes walking distance to sandy beaches and award-winning restaurants.
In this annual meeting, there is a very special occasion. It will be the first time
of the RCOST annual meeting history that several key members of the
Japanese Orthopaedic Association (JOA), as well as several well-known
Japanese orthopaedic speakers, will participate and share their
orthopaedic knowledges together with those of Thai orthopaedic
surgeons in all aspects of orthopaedics for the whole meeting
program. The goals of this annual meeting are to improve knowledge
in orthopaedic field which includes all subspecialties, to facilitate the
translation of basic orthopaedic studies into the clinical level, and to
promote international orthopaedic cooperation, especially between
Japan and Thailand.
Besides the academic activities, there are also several social events
at pre-meeting, and during the meeting, which are arranged to
emphasize and to enhance the friendship between members of JOA
and RCOST. This new meeting highlight will turn the annual meeting
format of the RCOST into a new era, which we will have guest nations
visit our annual meeting every year. Therefore, we are very proud to title
this special meeting as “JOA Visiting RCOST 2019”
Last but not least, besides Japanese speakers and participants, there are
several speakers from North America, Europe, North Asia and South East
Asia who are also invited to join the 41st Annual Meeting of the RCOST. Therefore, it is no question that this meeting is recognized as an international meeting.
I do believe that this meeting is definitely one of the international meetings which
you should plan to attend!
Again, I am looking forward to welcoming you all to the “JOA Visiting RCOST 2019”
in Pattaya.
Warmest Regards,
Aree Tanavalee, MD
President of the RCOST (2018-2020)
Professor
Department of Orthopaedics, Faculty of Medicine, Chulalongkorn University
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Message from the JOA
On behalf of the Japanese Orthopaedic Association (JOA), I am
delighted and privileged to announce the upcoming RCOST-JOA joint
program at RCOST 2019, which will be held at the Pattaya Exhibition
and Convention Hall (PEACH), Royal Cliff Hotels Group, Pattaya, Thailand, on October 20-22, 2019. I would like to express my sincere gratitude
to the executive committee of RCOST for providing us with the opportunity
to have this joint program in Pattaya.
It is anticipated that collaboration between Thai and Japanese orthopaedic
surgeons will lead to an exciting new era of orthopaedic surgery in the
region. At the Meeting, there will be plenty of opportunity for delegates and
participants to share enthusiastic ideas and discussion that will lay a solid
foundation for progress in the diagnosis and treatment of
musculoskeletal disorders. I am convinced that the active contribution
and cooperation of all attendees will make this meeting a great
success.
We look forward to seeing you in Pattaya in October 2019.
Sincerely yours,

Masashi YAMAZAKI, MD, PhD
President
Japanese Orthopaedic Association (JOA)
Professor and Chairman
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery
Faculty of Medicine, University of Tsukuba
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Welcome message
The upcoming 2019 annual meeting of the Royal College of Orthopaedic Surgeons of Thailand (RCOST) will take place from 20-22 October
2019. The meeting in Pattaya, Thailand will be the scientific highlight of
the year for all orthopaedists and experts in Asia and Thailand.
The highlight this year is the Japanese Orthopaedic Association (JOA)
Visiting RCOST. You could expect a lot of Japanese orthopaedists will
come and share their expertise in this meeting.
It will not only provide participants with an outstanding scientific program
and the latest in research, treatment methods, and healthcare, it will also
allow for numerous opportunities to meet renowned specialists from
ASEAN countries, Japan, Asia, Europe and north America.
The meeting also offers many opportunities for self-directed learning,
with choices including the scientific exhibits and posters in both
traditional and electronic formats as well as the surgical technique
video. It will also provide a very attractive program which will
allow all meeting participants to enjoy striking presentations,
excellent keynote lectures and research papers, allowing you to
take up-the latest information and techniques and to bring them
back home.
I will take great pleasure in welcoming orthopaedic surgeons,
orthopaedic residents, nurses, to the JOA Visiting RCOST meeting, and hope that their stay in Pattaya will be informative, educational and enjoyable.
I looking forward to welcoming you to Pattaya, Thailand.
Thipachart Punyaratabandhu, MD
Associate professor
Chairman of organizing committee
The JOA visiting RCOST meeting 2019
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Program at a glance
RCOST ICL

Symposium
Resident paper contest
Exhibition opening, break
Symposium
Asean OA traveling fellow,
Australia OA traveling fellow
Lunch symposium, exhibition
Symposium
Break, exhibition and poster
Opening ceremony
Welcome reception
Presidential dinner

RCOST ICL

October

20

2019

RCOST ICL

Japan-Thai session

October

Japan-Thai session

2019

Japan-Thai session

21

Japan-Thai session

October

22

2019

Keynote lecture
Free paper
Break, exhibition and poster
Keynote lecture
Free paper
Lunch symposium, exhibition
Keynote lecture
Free paper
Break, exhibition and poster
Keynote lecture
Free paper
Alumni

SPECIALTY DAY
Hip & knee
Spine
Musculoskeletol oncology Pediatric
Hand
Metabolic
Closing ceremony
Congress dinner

Sports medicine
Foot & ankle
Miscellaneous

Organizing Committee
Advisory Board
Saranatra Waikakul, MD.
Sukit Saengnipanthkul, MD
Banchong Mahaisavariya, MD.
Overall Chairman
Aree Tanavalee, MD.
Chairman
Thipachart Punyaratabandhu, MD.
Vice-Chairman
Charlee Sumettavanich, MD.
Secretary General
Saradej Khuangsirikul, MD.
Ukrit Chaweewannakorn, MD.
Chavanont Sumanasrethakul, MD.

Social Events
Thana Narinsorasak, MD.
Pawin Gajaseni, MD.
Scientific
Siwadol Wongsak, MD.
Chamnanni Rungprai, MD.

Sports & Recreation
Nattha Kulkamthorn, MD.
Treasurer
Saran Tantavisuth, MD.
Transportation
Kriskamol Sithitool, MD.

Publication, Promotion & Publicity
Wichan Kanchanatawan, MD.

Japan Relation and Foreign Affairs
Chaisiri Chaichankul, MD.

Accommodations
Apisit Patamarat, MD.

Accreditation
Roongrat Chitragran, MD.

Sponsorship & Exhibition
Srihatach Ngarmukos, MD.
Chavarin Amarase, MD.

CSR
Danai Heebthamai, MD.
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Congress Information
About Pattaya:
Pattaya is the closest city to Thailand's major international gateway - Bangkok. Easy to get to with modern
and efficient highways and motorways, the transfer time between the two cities is only two hours. Meanwhile, it takes just 75 minutes from International Suvarnabhumi Airport to reach the resort city and you do
not have to drive through Bangkok. In addition, U-tapao Pattaya International Airport is only 40 minutes’
drive from PEACH and this airport will go through major renovations and upgrade soon. The new and
improved U-Tapao Pattaya International Airport will accommodate 1,500 passengers an hour.
With two fully licensed helicopter pads located at PEACH and Royal Cliff Grand Hotel, PEACH offers
guests the facility of arriving by helicopter. Delegates wishing to arrive by helicopter are asked to advise
in advance their arrival and departure time.
Registration
Registration fees and applicable conditions will be published on www.rcost2019.com.
Online registration will be available as of March 2019.
Exhibition
Integrated with the congress, international exhibitors from all continents will showcase the latest in
products and techniques at the exhibition. For information on exhibition and sponsorship opportunities,
please check the congress website or contact:
RCOST Organizing Committee
Tel: (662) 7165436 to 7, Fax: (662) 7165440
E-mail: secretariat@rcost.or.th
Accommodations
The congress will offer accommodations in a various type of hotels. Most hotels will be located within a
short distance of transportation to the congress venue.
Social Events
19 Oct RCOST-JOA Friendship night (by invitation)
20 Oct Presidential dinner (by invitation)
22 Oct Congress dinner (reservation required)
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Important Dates

Date:

October 20-22, 2019

Venue:

Pattaya Exhibition and Convention Hall (PEACH)

Call for abstract:

December 1, 2018

Deadline of abstract submission: May 31, 2019
Early bird registration:

March 1, 2019

Deadline of early bird registration: July 31, 2019
The Royal College of Orthopaedic Surgeons of Thailand (RCOST) and
Thai Orthopaedic Association (TOA),
4th floor, the Royal Golden Jubilee Building, 2 Soi Soonvijai,
New Petchburi Road,
Huaykwang, Bangkok 10310, THAILAND
Tel: (662) 7165436 to 7, Fax: (662) 7165440
Email address: secretariat@rcost.or.th

Meeting Website: www.rcost2019.com

QR code for website

